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l Introduction. We shall be interested, in this paper, in the
following question : Given a biorthogonal system (xn, fn) in a separable
Banach space B, under what conditions can one assert that the sequence
{xn} constitutes a basis ? The system (xn, fn) is called a biorthogonal
system if

xneB, /»eJB* and fn(xm)=δnm.

We shall assume throughout the paper that | | # J | = 1 and the se-
quence {xn} is fundamental. When the sequence {xn} constitutes a basis
it will be called regular otherwise irregular.

2. Irregular systems. Let {xn} be an irregular sequence. (For ex-
ample the trigonometric functions for C( — π, π)). The following defini-
tions will be used.

φO||,ϊi==l,2, 3, •••}

Compare [4]

Eo== {x\\imφn(x)=x}

We have EQC1E1 and E2CZE3. For regular systems EQ==E1='B
and Ez=E3=φ where φ is the null set. The system is regular if and
only if the sequence {||?>n||} *s bounded [2], and if the sequence
is not bounded the set

is nowhere dense [2], hence for irregular systems the set

is of the first category. Also E3=B—E1 is dense and of the second
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category. In the case of regular systems there exists a number
such that if 11 x \ \ = 1 then 1 <I 111 x \ \ | <I K. The existence of such a bound,
K, is equivalent to the equiboundedness of {|| ?>„(#) 11} | | a ? | | = l and there-
fore for irregular systems for any number α, there exists a point x
such that 11 a? | | = 1 and | | | # | | | > α , moreover such a point might be found
in the linear manifold generated by {xn}. (Equiboundedness of {\\φn{x) ||}
on a dense subset of the unit sphere would imply equiboundedness on
the unit sphere.) It is interesting to note that for every number α > l
there exists a point x such that ||a?|| = l and | | | # | | | = α. There exists a
point yn satisfying

On the other hand 11^11=1 and 111 Λ?X111 = 1. Let 0<l£<Il, then (1 — t)xτ-
). Define

v=12 •• n

The functions gy(t) are continuous in t, and so is g(t) where

= sup {g*(t

and

There exists a number tQ such that

and g(to)=a.

This following generalization of Baire's theorem [1] will be used :
Let {un(x)} be a sequence of real valued continuous functions defined on
a metric space c, and limun(x)=u(x), \un(x)\<LM, then the set of points
of discontinuity of u is of the first category.

THEOREM 1. The set E2 is of the first category.

Proof Define the functions ua(x) by

uM==J\ψΛχ)\\__ m

l-HI ^0*01 |

We have 0<Lun(x)<Ll and if xeEo^JE2 then

\imun(x)=u(x)
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where u(x)=l for xeE2 and

ΦO-j1*:11,, toτxeE*.
l + \\x\\

If E.z is a set of the second category then there exists at least one point
of continuity of u. Let us denote such a point by x0.

The set EQ is dense in B. Let {yn} by a sequence of points in Eo

with limyn=XQ, then

1 + II2/JI l + lkϋll

The set E% is dense in 5 . If xeE.z and 2/ e JS70 then x-{-yeE2. Let
{zw} be a sequence of points in E% with lim2fn=a?0> then u(zn)=l and

which is absurd.

THEOREM 2. Let S be a subset of B such that each point xeS is
the limit of some sequence {yn}, yne B, and the sequence {\\\yn\\\} is bound-
ed, then S is of the first category.

Proof. Define the functions vn(x) by

then Q^LVίffl^Viix)^ ••• < 1 . If xeB let \imvn(x)=v(x). v(x)=l for
xe Es and the set E3 is dense, hence v(x)=l at every point of continuity
of v. Let a; be a point of continuity of v and {zw} a sequence with
l imz n =#, then

therefore the sequence {|||zj||} is unbounded. Thus the set S is con-
tained in the set of points of discontinuity of v which is a set of the
first category by Baire's theorem.

3* General criteria for regularity* From Theorems 1 and 2 we
derive the following criteria.

THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity
of the system (xn, fn) is.
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sup {\\φn{x)\\,n=l, 2, ••• } = oo

implies

lim \\ψn(x)|Hco. (or # 2 = # 3 ) .

Proof If the system is regular, then E^E^φ. On the other
hand, if the system is irregular E2 is of the first category and E5 of
the second category.

Let W»)=Σo?«i

denote the point nearest to x on the subspace spanned by

{x19 χ.z, a?3, , #w} .

THEOREM 4. 7%e system (xn, fn) is regular if and only if the sequence
is bounded for each x.

Proof. If the system is regular, then there exists a positive number
K, such that |||α?|||<;.SΠla;||. Then

hence the condition is necessary. Sufficiency is clear by Theorem 2.

4 Biorthogonal systems in Hubert spaces. In this section we assume
that B is a Hubert space. In order to use Theorem 4 let us compute
111̂ (̂ )111- ^(#)=ΣLi<#* and the coefficient α? may be computed from
the equation

n

{x—Σ°%Xί> ^ ) = 0 k=l, 2, •••, n

or

(x, α*)=iXfo> a?*) s e e [5].

We introduce the following notation

((x, xt), (x, x2),

(α?f α2

w, ••-, <)

Then
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{r)n={a)nCn or

since Czι exists. Now

where E] is the matrix (eltTO) with

(0 otherwise

C* = Cn and (a)n==(r)nCήι hence

j

Orthogonalizing the sequence {xn} by Schmidt's process we get the
sequence {yn} with

where

k > a \
(0

and cZn=l see [3].
Let Dn denote the triangular matrix

(Xlf Xj)= Zidtiadj.* 0 Γ ^n = VnUn.
Oίi

The matrix Dn can be computed from this relation.

Let ( δ ) n = ( ( x f 2/1), (x, y2), • • • , ( » , yn))

and hence

j

Let A]==D~Έ]Dn then
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\\\ψn{x) HI = max {{d)nA%A])*{δ)t W<J^n}

The triangular matrix A" is an operator denned on the Hubert space.
If

then

A?(x)=(δl9 . . . , dn)A".

By Theorem 4 and the above computation the system is regular if and
only if for each x

or by the uniform boundedness theorem.

THEOREM 5. The system is regular if and only if the double sequence
{\\A]\\} is bounded, or, in other words, if and only if the set of charac-
teristic roots of A7- (A%)* is bounded.

We shall use Theorem 3 to derive the following theorems.

THEOREM 6. The system (xt, /4) is regular and ΣΓ=il/i(^)l2<°° if
and only if for every xeB there exists a real number <x=a(x) such that

( 1 )

Proof. If the system is regular and

la<°° then

Therefore the necessity of condition (1) is verified. Assume that con-
dition (1) is satisfied then
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Therefore sup ||?n(a?)|| = 00 implies \im\\φn(x)\\==oo. According to Theo-
n

rem 3 the system is regular.
Moreover

^\\\x\\\*-*<<*>.

An immediate consequence is the following. The system is regular if
Σ w k ί j K 0 0 and the sequence {||/4||} is bounded.

Professor R. C. James called my attention to the fact that this
may be proved directly and without the assumption of boundedness of
the sequence {||/«||} as follows. We may assume without loss of gen-
erality that Σ K . , | =

IΣ max \ata3 I r <I Σ | α, | V

Hence

n + p
- • — Λ

= 1

and by [4] the system is regular.
Using the same method as in Theorem 6 we arrive at the following.

THEOREM 7. The system is regular if and only if for each x

( 2 ) inf 31 {Σ Σ fitofj&Ci,} > - co
n,p i = l j-n + l

Proof.

ΈiiΦΔl2- \\£fi(χ)χΛ\Λ+ li ?Σ MΦiW2

i l i l

If condition (2) is satisfied then according to Theorem 3 the system is
regular. If the system is regular then
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ί-1

As a simple application we note the following.

If e o = 0 when \i—j\^>N then the system is regular if and only if
the sequence {||/J|} is bounded.
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